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SUSTAINABLE LABS WORKING GROUP 

(SLWG) 
Notes from meeting May 18, 2017 2:00-3:30 pm, 3610 McTavish, Room 430 

Present: Christian Bouchard (Chair), Jerome Conraud, Adam Finkelstein, Stephanie 

Leclerc, Kathleen Ng, Wayne Wood  

 

1. REVIEW AGENDA AND NOTES FROM PAST MEETING 
No changes were made to the agenda.  

The notes from the previous meeting should be updated with the following 

correction (page 3, re. McGill travel supplier): “[McGill’s travel supplier] matched the price but provided another $15 

discount charged a $15 administration fee”. 

2. NEW BUSINESS 

2.A OVERHAULING SLWG PROCEDURES/COMMUNICATIONS 

Since working groups were usually designated for work on specific tasks before disbanding (as opposed to 

longstanding committees), it was proposed that the SLWG be restructured and formalized: 

 Members could be designated with an expectation that they (or a delegate) attend all meetings; 

 Associate members could be identified who are not expected to attend meetings but would be 

welcome to, especially when the discussion would touch upon their areas of relevance. 

A preliminary Terms of Reference (ToR) document drafted by Christian was collectively reviewed by members 

present, and preliminary response was favorable.  

 Adam advised that Teaching and Learning Services was focused on teaching labs and were not involved 

at all with research labs. 

 It was proposed that a representative from Operations be added to the list of members who could 

provide insight into lab renovations. 

The group agreed to circulate the updated draft to the remaining members of the SLWG for review, and this revised 

version would be approved at the next meeting. 

If the ToR as is are approved, only listed members would be kept on the mailing list.   

 Participation would still be open to all; interested parties can contact the Chair. 

 Meeting information and documents would still be publicly available for reference on the website. 

ACTION:  

 WAYNE will ask Anaelle Perez, Senior Project Planner, from Project Management to join the group. 

 ALL members to provide comments to the draft ToR on OneDrive before the next meeting. 

VISION FOR 
SUSTAINABLE 
LABS AT MCGILL 

Engage the University community; 

promote and recognize efforts to 

reduce material, water, and energy 

consumption while maximizing cost 

savings; improve safety and 

accessibility through optimizing 

operations, training and awareness. 

Approved by the SLWG 30 January 2015 
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3. BUSINESS ARISING 

3.A WORKING GROUP REPORTS 

3.A.I SUSTAINABLE LABS IN EHS CHECKLIST/GUIDE FOR RESEARCHERS 

Re. sustainability section in EHS checklist/guide for researchers.  

 The memo from the Vice-Principal (Research and Innovation) and Vice-Principal (Administration and 

Finance) had been finally sent: Christian indicated that there has been increased vigilance from the Vice-

Principals especially with regards to compliance.  

 Wayne reported that the data from the inspection checklist had originally been recorded on paper, but this 

was now successfully tested in the MyLab module.  Parisa Parang in Environmental Health and Safety would 

be circulating a memo to advise MyLab users of the availability of this new section. 

o The process of obtaining buy-in to go beyond compliance and potentially add to the burden on 

existing staff had been difficult, but culture was slowly shifting. Wayne therefore recognized the 

contribution of the staff in this process. 

o Christian gave kudos to Matthias, who had finished up everything in the ten days he had left at 

work prior to his paternity leave: otherwise, the project would have been on hold until his return 

in the fall. 

A presentation of the preliminary results could be made at a future SLWG meeting once received from 

MyLab.  

3.A.II LAB WASTE MANAGEMENT 
Stephanie indicated that  

 The machines from the Stewart Biology renovations had been successfully diverted from landfill. 

 The training of IT stewards was ongoing; Stephanie would be provided Christian with a list of these. 

 The lab waste pilot project continued to do extremely well, but new bins could not be purchased until the 

new contract was in place.  

o At the McIntyre Medical Building alone, there was sufficient lab plastic generated to warrant 

collection every two weeks.  

o Lab plastic was therefore now an option in the Call for Tenders (CFT). 

Re. the Waste Reduction and Diversion Task-Force (WRDTF):  

 The CFT was expected to go out this week or next week at the latest: Petrouchka and Lucian had met with 

George (who had been regularized as director of the unit instead of on an interim basis), Francois, Peter 

Knox at Macdonald Campus and Donald Nycklass for Student Housing and Hospitality Services and things 

were proceeding well. The new supplier was expected to be determined by the end of June. 

 The collection of pallets cost $7K per year. Procurement had undertaken this for the past two years and 

there was reluctance from Buildings and Grounds assume responsibility for the dossier.  

3.B VISION2020  

3.B.I SUSTAINABLE LABS AWARDS : ULSC FEEDBACK 

Wayne and three members of the University Lab Safety Committee (including Carmen Lampron) provided feedback 

on the draft framework for the awards. Comments and suggestions included: 
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 The award should go to a lab and not a department or group, since one person therein could be extremely 

sustainability conscious and others who could care less; 

 The desired outcome should be for overall processes from the labs to be more sustainable; 

 Labs in small departments should not be assessed at the same level as those in large departments; 

 We should start with one award, not multiple; 

 The nomination process should be voluntary; 

 There should be a pool of criteria; 

 It would be unnecessary to have a member of the ULSC on the jury, but it was recommended that a research 

assistant (RA) be present – discussion then arose about where all labs had lab managers and RAs given that 

they could have different titles and tasks; 

 Adapt criteria to take into account the fact that the inspection cycle takes more than a year, either not 

making it a requirement that the lab be inspected or use results from within the past two years; and 

 It could be possible for presentation during Safety Week since the line for the BBQ would now wind around 

the presentations, but due to the limited time before the next edition (in September) the sustainable lab 

award should be pushed back to launch at next year’s event.  

ACTION:  

 ALL members to provide comments to the draft awards criteria on OneDrive before the next meeting. 

3.B.I SUSTAINABLE LAB DESIGN  
Wayne indicated that a working group led by Lorraine Mercier was working on lab design standards, with himself 

and Francois Miller participating. 

3.B CAPITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT PROJECT UPDATE 

Kathleen presented the roadmap proposed by Daniel Domingue, reviewing the different projects proposed. All 

present agreed upon the proposed approach. 

ACTION:  

 KATHLEEN would transmit the group’s approval to the Capital Asset Management Steering Committee and 

determine whether the PowerPoint can be shared with the SLWG. 

ITEM 4. OTHER BUSINESS 
[n/a] 


